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Diplodia Ear Mold in Corn 

 It is always discouraging to lose yield and receive dockage at the elevator due to 

damaged grain. There has been several reports of Diplodia ear mold in corn around the extension 

district this year. This disease can go unnoticed until harvest when you see damaged kernels 

coming into your bin. However, if you look for it, you will notice that the husks of severely 

infected ears discolor earlier than healthy ears and may tip over early. When you pull back the 

husks, the ear will be covered in white fungal growth and the kernels are grey and shrunken. You 

may also notice small, black spotting on the husks or within the ear which are the fruiting 

structures that make spores to infect in future crops. The infection of this disease usually takes 

place a few weeks after silking when rain splashes the fungal spores onto the plant. With our 

heavy summer rains in the district, conditions were great for this disease to infect a higher 

number of plants this season.   

 If you are harvesting corn that has Diplodia ear mold, make a few adjustments during 

harvest to reduce the amount of damaged grain you take into the elevator. As the kernels are 

shriveled and brittle, make sure to adjust your combine to achieve maximum cleaning while 

minimizing breakage. Also, if you plan on storing grain infected with this fungus, realize this 

fungus will continue to grow in your storage bin. Therefore, you must take efforts to 

immediately dry to less than 15% moisture and cool the grain to prevent further mold growth and 

loss in grain quality. Also, use bin fans to continually move air through the grain, preventing 

condensation that further promotes fungal growth. It is recommended to separate diseased grain 

and store it separately to avoid additional losses. And even then only keep it for a short time, if 

possible. The one positive of Diplodia over other ear molds, is it does not result in mycotoxin 

contamination. 

 To reduce infections in future years, make sure you rotate your fields to different crops as 

this fungus survives on corn residue. Also, make note to pay attention to your corn hybrids you 

select. Hybrids vary in their genetic resistance to this disease. If you have had issues with 

Diplodia in certain fields this year, make sure to choose a resistant corn variety to plant in that 

field in future years. Foliar fungicides have not been found to consistently make a significant 

impact on reducing Diplodia ear mold.    

If you have further questions or want to test your grain for Diplodia or other ear molds, 

please feel free to contact me at the River Valley Extension Office. 
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